
The Conservation Project

Restoring Country Life and the Hunt has been a major undertaking conducted by paper
conservator Patricia D. Hamm, who has worked with the Burchfield-Penney Art Center since 1987. Ms.
Hamm is a Fellow of the American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works and is the
leading authority on Burchfield's materials and techniques. Eileen Saracino, Tracy Dulniak, and painting
conservator James F. Hamm have assisted her.

In her initial examination, Ms. Hamm discovered that the wallpaper had been mounted on plaster
walls at an earlier date. Plaster fragments were still attached to the fabric lining, which fortunately helped
to preserve Country Life and the Hunt by adding an extra layer of strength. According to the more
elaborate methods employed to install fine wallpapers, cotton muslin was applied to the walls prior to
application of a paper liner and the artistic wallpaper. Although originally providing support, the old fabric
had to be taken off.

The surface of the wallpaper panels also suffered damage from the removal process and
subsequent storage. Creases and vertical tears, as well as small losses, surface dirt, and water stains
occurred throughout. The acidic wood pulp paper liner that had been attached to the wallpaper, as well as
the wallpaper itself, needed neutralizing. Non-water soluble inks were used in creating the wallpapers, but
water-based treatments had to proceed cautiously.

Work in the laboratory followed a regimen of at least twelve procedures that had to be repeated for
each of the twenty-one individual sheets, with drying and flattening time between each step. After each
panel had been cleaned, the fabric backing and paper lining were removed and the acidity neutralized.
Reconstruction involved carefully aligning and patching all tears with Japanese tissue and starch paste.
Countless fragments were reinserted. A Japanese tissue lining preceded a fabric support. In-painting using
a resin/water-based medium disguised small losses. Finally the wallpaper panels were mounted to Decolite
1208 panels, which are strong, moisture-resistant panels that prevent warping, dimpling, or distortion
during changing environmental conditions, and enables the wallpapers to be exhibited and stored with the
greatest amount of support. Following the ethical practices of their field, the Hamms made sure all
processes employed are reversible in the event that future technology uncovers different conservation
techniques. The excruciatingly patient process has yielded fine examples of Charles Burchfield's scenic
wallpaper. Country Life and the Hunt is a decorative arts rendition of a country landscape that hints at the
power of paintings yet to be created.

Photographs of the Conservation Process

1. Dry surface cleaning.
2. Wet surface cleaning.
3. Removal of the fabric backing.
4. Removal of the paper liner.
5. Eileen Saracino immersing the paper and neutralizing acidity.
6. Applying the lining.
7. Patricia D. Hamm smoothing the lining.
8. Aligning split panels from corners with fragments.
9. Mixing paint and in-painting.
10. Reconstructing a missing area using another complete panel as a model.

Making a tracing/Transferring the tracing/Mixing the paint to match/
In-painting losses/Comparison before completion

Indian Textile Wood Block
Collection of Patricia D. Hamm

This wood block is similar to those used in creating Country Life and the Hunt, for which two hundred and
fifteen wood blocks were required to complete the scenic landscapes.


